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Abstract: Extensible Markup Language (XML) has become the de facto standard for data exchange on the World Wide Web and is widely used in many fields, so it is urgent to develop some efficient methods to manage, store, and query XML data. Traditional methods use relational databases to store XML data which take advantage of mature technologies of relational databases. But it needs to map XML schemas to relational schemas, then rewrite XML queries to SQL queries, and finally, transform returned SQL-style results to XML-style results again. One possible solution to this is to store XML data directly and query it directly by XML query languages. In this paper, we research the problem of how to map XML data so that storing and querying it can be efficient. We propose the following framework to gain the goal: Firstly, we map a given XML data tree to a set of inverted indexed circular list, in which the relationships between parent and child nodes (and also ancestor and descendant nodes) are preserved. Then, an XML schema tree is used to guide and improve the efficiency of querying the corresponding XML data tree, which is generated from the given XML data tree. Finally, an efficient algorithm is given to query the XML data tree by using the corresponding set of inverted indexed circular list and its schema. The algorithms analysis and experiments prove the efficiency of our method over naïve method.
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1. Introduction

Extensible Markup Language (XML) has become the de facto standard for data exchange on the World Wide Web and is widely used in many fields. With the increase of XML data on the World Wide Web, it is urgent to develop some efficient methods to manage, store, and query XML data. There are two main methods of storing and managing XML data today. The first method uses native XML databases to store and manage XML data directly, such as [15, 16]. The second method proposed in [5, 7, 14, 17] use relational databases to store XML data which takes advantage of the mature technology of relational databases. For the latter case, it needs to research some efficient methods to map XML schemas to relational schemas [12]. Furthermore, to query XML data, it is needed to transform XML queries to SQL queries, which is an additional cost of querying XML data and may decrease the querying efficiency. So it is significant to store XML data directly and query it directly by XML query languages such as XPath.

In this paper, we research the problem of how to map XML data so that storing and querying XML data can be efficient. We gain the goal by the following steps: Firstly, we map a given XML data tree to a set of inverted indexed circular list, in which the relationships between parent and child nodes (and also ancestor and descendant nodes) are preserved. Then, an XML schema tree is generated from the given XML data tree. The XML schema tree can be used to guide and improve the efficiency of querying the corresponding XML data tree. Finally, an efficient algorithm is given to query an XML data tree by using the corresponding set of inverted indexed circular list and its schema produced in the previous step.

2. Related Works

Our work is concentrated on mapping XML data efficiently in order to support efficient querying XML data directly. For XML labelling, [9] proposed a labelling scheme based on the concept of the complete tree whose space requirement of labelling scheme is superior to others in most cases. But we use a simple label for each node to represent its path in the XML data tree and a set of inverted indexed circular list to represent the XML data tree. Our method can support upgrade easily as the nodes are linked by links in the circular lists. Also, many normalization forms [2, 10, 11, 18, 19] for XML are proposed based on different methods to remove data redundancies, but they cannot efficiently support querying XML documents as there are many joins when normalization are applied, especially in very small and sparse XML segments. So schema-based approach, such as [1, 6], uses schema to minimize tree patterns to improve query efficiency. Although these methods can simplify query patterns in
the sense that some irrelevant elements can be avoided to access in the query compilation, but they cannot avoid other irrelevant elements in the case that irrelevant data are stored continuously. [3, 4, 8, 13] storage XML based on various partition method. They can be used to improve XML queries efficiency because only relevant XML data need to be accessed when queries are simplified to specific paths. Our method in the paper use set of inverted indexed circular linked list to store XML data and set of indexed circular linked list for its schema, which can avoid both of these two types of irrelevant data in the process of querying XML data.

2.1. Main Contributions

In this paper, we study the problem of mapping and querying XML data, the main contributions are listed as follows:

1. A new mapping framework to map XML data tree to a set of inverted indexed circular linked list, which is efficient both in mapping time and storage space.
2. An efficient algorithm to directly query XML data by a set of inverted indexed circular linked lists with their schemas. The algorithm is a two stages process: the first stage is fully directed by the schemas inferred from the XML data tree, and the second stage is fully applied the inter-relationship between nodes in the inverted indexed circular linked list of the XML data tree.

2.2. Organization

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the algorithm to map XML data tree to a set of inverted indexed circular linked lists. Section 3 gives the algorithm to generate XML schema from a given XML data tree. Section 4 gives the algorithm of querying XML data tree by a set of inverted indexed circular linked lists with their schemas. Section 5 gives some experiments to verify our method. And finally, section 6 concludes the paper and points to the future direction of the work.

3. Mapping XML Data Tree to Inverted Indexed Circular Linked Lists

An XML document is depicted as a labelled XML tree such as Figure 1. we use uppercase letter to denote element type, and uppercase letter followed by a number to indicate a specific element node of this element type. For example, A, B, C, D, and E are all element types, and B1, B2, and B3 are all element nodes with element type B. Each node is labelled by its path. The root node is labelled as /1, and the other node labelled orderly as its occurrence under its parent node prefixed by its parent’s label recursively. For example, node B1 is the first child node of root node A1, so its label is /1/1 as its parent node, i.e., root node A’s label is /1. Another example, D1 is the third child node of B1, so its label is /1/1/3 as its parent node’s label is /1/1.

For an XML tree such as Figure 1, we can store it as circular linked lists for efficiently accessed and queried. For each non-leaf node, we construct a circular linked list, in which each node has the following form: {ParentLink, NodeName, Path, ChildLink}, where ParentLink except for the head node points to its parent node. NodeName is the element type of the node. Path indicates the node’s path from the root node to itself. ChildLink except for the tail node points to the next child node of the head node of the circular linked list. For tail node, i.e., the last child node, its ChildLink points to “NULL” indicating that there is no more child node of the head node. For example, root node A1 of Figure 1 has the following circular linked list as illustrate in Figure 2, which says that A1 has 3 child nodes, such as B1, B2, and B3, respectively, each child node points to its parent node by a pre-link.

For leaf node, there is no necessary to construct a circular linked list as non-leaf nodes do, because leaf nodes are directly linked by their parent nodes so far. So their connectivity structure has been captured by the circular linked lists of their parent nodes.

To improve query and search efficiency, we can construct inverted index on each head node of circular linked list based on what child nodes contained in each head node. For example, Figure 3 is the inverted indexed circular linked lists for Figure 1, it means that containing child element type B is head node A(/1), containing child element type C is head node B(/1/1), containing child element type D are head nodes B(/1/1) and B(/1/2), etc.
An XML data tree can be mapped to inverted indexed circular linked lists by Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Mapping XML data tree $T$ to inverted indexed circular linked lists.

 Traverse from the root node $r$ of $T$ by Breadth First Search (BFS), for each non-leaf node $n$, construct a circular linked list $l$:

1. The head node $H$ is $\{\text{null, Element}(n), \text{Path}(n), \text{ChildLink}(n)\}$, where $n$ is the element type of the node. $\text{Element}( )$ is a function to get the element type of the node, $\text{Path}( )$ is a function to assign a path for each node as described before, and $\text{ChildLink}(n)$ points to NULL and if the head node has child node, it will points to the new constructed node in the succeeding step.

2. Construct the next node $N_i$ if there is a child node of the head node. Update $\text{ChildLink}(n)\rightarrow N_i$.

3. Let $N_i =\{H, \text{Element}(N_i), \text{Path}(N_i), \text{ChildLink}(N_i)\}$, where $\text{ChildLink}(N_i)$ points to NULL and if the head node has another child node, it will point to the new constructed node in step 3. Construct the next node $N_i$ if there is a child node of the head node and update $\text{ChildLink}(N_i)\rightarrow N_i$.

4. Go back to step 3 until there is no child node of node $n$.

5. Add the list $l$ into the inverted indexed list according to its child element by function AddIndex($l$).

6. Terminate until all the non-leaf nodes are processed.

- **Complexity Analysis:** Suppose there are $n$ nodes in the XML tree, and the fraction of the non-leaf nodes is $f$ (where $f \leq 1$ is a constant number), so the number of non-leaf node is $f \cdot n$. And suppose each head node has $c$ child nodes on average (where $c$ is a very small constant number comparing to $n$), so Algorithm 1 generates $f \cdot c \cdot n$ nodes in inverted indexed circular linked lists. Each node in the list can be processed in $O(1)$ time, so the complexity of Algorithm 1 is $O(f \cdot c \cdot n)$, i.e., $O(n)$.

- **Improvement:** To improve the storage efficiency, for each inverted indexed circular linked list, only the head node stores the whole path (i.e., absolute path) in its item “Path”, and the other node only stores the relative path in its item “Path”, as we can construct the absolute path from its relative path plus its parent node path. For example, root node $A_1$ of Figure 1 has the following circular linked list as illustrated in Figure 4.

To obtain the absolute path of $B(/1/1)$, we just use its parent node path plus its own relative path, i.e., $\text{B.Path} = "/1" + "1" = "/1/1"$.

### 4. Generating XML Schema From XML Data Tree

The XML schema tree of an XML tree is a labeled tree that summarizes all paths in XML documents. All nodes that have the same root-to-node path are mapped into a single node in the XML schema tree. So each distinctly labelled path appears exactly once in the corresponding XML schema tree. Furthermore, each node in XML schema tree is annotated by one of the following symbols which indicates the number of occurrences of this schema node under its parent in the XML documents: $!$: exactly once and only once; $?$: zero or once; $*$: zero or more times; and $+$: one or more times. Figure 5 is an XML schema tree for XML tree of Figure 1.

We give Algorithm 2 to generate an XML schema tree from an given XML tree.

Algorithm 2: Generating XML schema tree from an XML tree.

1. Convert the root node $r$ to $\text{Element}(r)$.

2. Traverse from the root node $r$ of $T$ by BFS. For each node $n$, and for each child node $c_i$ of $n$, generate $\text{Element}(c_i)$ as the child of $\text{Element}(n)$. Merge all child nodes if their $\text{Element}(c_i)$ are equal by function $\text{Merge}(\text{Element}(c_i))$. Assign one of the symbols "$!", "$?$", "$*$", and "$+" according to their occurrences by function $\text{AssignSymbol}(\text{Element}(c_i))$.

3. Terminate if all the nodes are processed in the way of step 2.

- **Complexity Analysis:** Suppose there are $n$ nodes in the XML tree. Each node in the tree can be processed in $O(1)$ time by functions $\text{Element}()$, $\text{Merge}()$, and $\text{AssignSymbol}()$. So the complexity of Algorithm 2 is $O(n)$.

For XML schema tree, we can also store it in inverted circular linked lists for efficiently accessed and queried. For each non-leaf node, we construct a circular linked list, in which each node has the following form: $\{\text{ParentLink, ElementName, OccurrenceSymbol, ChildLink}\}$, where $\text{ParentLink}$ (except that of the head node) points to its parent element, $\text{ElementName}$ is the element type name of the
element node’s name in the XML schema tree, OccurrenceSymbol can be one of the symbols “!””, “?””, “*””, and “+”” indicating the possible number of occurrences of this schema node under its parent in the XML tree. ChildLink (except that of the tail node) points to the next child node of the head node of the circular linked list. For tail node, i.e., the last child node, its ChildLink points to “NULL” indicating that there is no more child node of the head node. For example, root node element A of Figure 5 has the following circular linked list which says that element A may have one or more element B as its child node, and B’s parent is A.

![Figure 6](image)

The algorithm of how to map an XML schema tree to circular linked lists is similar to Algorithm 1, so we do not give the details here considering the space and clarity.

5. Querying XML Data Tree by Inverted Indexed Circular Linked Lists with Schema

In this section, we study how to query XML data tree represented in inverted indexed circular linked lists with its schema represented in circular linked lists. We consider the query in XPath form. The process can be finished by two stages.

1. Simplify the query against the schema tree by the following rules. As the schema provides some path information, a query may be simplified by the schema.

2. Using the simplified query to query the XML data tree represented in inverted indexed circular linked lists. In summary, the whole process is a two stages process: the first stage is a top-down stage to process the query by the schema tree and the second stage is a bottom-up stage to process the query by the XML data tree.

- **Simplifying Rules:** From the characteristics of path, we give some simplifying rules to simplify a given query to improve query efficiency:

  - **Rule 1.** For a part of path /A/B, if B is never adjacent to A, i.e., wherever there is an element A, there is no element B, then no result satisfies the query.
  - **Rule 2.** For a part of path /A//B, if B is not a descendent of A, i.e., wherever there is an element A, there is no descendant element B, then no result satisfies the query.
  - **Rule 3.** For a part of path /A/[./B], if B is always adjacent to A, i.e., wherever there is an element A, there is always an element B, then it can be simplified as /A.

We now give an algorithm to process a query given in XPath form by using the above process as illustrated in Algorithm 3.

**Algorithm 3: Query an XML data tree.**

Given an XPath query Q, the inverted indexed circular linked lists L of an XML data tree T, and circular linked lists of XML schema tree T_s.

- **(Top-Down Stage)** Simplify the query Q as Q_s against the schema tree by the above rules. From the left of query Q, process each part of Q until the end of Q:
  1. If it is the form /A/B, traverse element A’s circular linked list of schema T_s, to determine whether it is a legitimate path in T_s. If it is not, return “no result” by Rule 1.
  2. If it is the form /A//B, traverse from element A’s circular linked list of schema T_s, then A’s child elements’ circular linked list of schema one by one recursively to determine whether it is a legitimate path in T_s. If it is not, return “no result” by Rule 2.
  3. If it is the form /[./B], traverse element A’s circular linked list of schema T_s, to determine whether B is always adjacent to A. If it is, then /A/[./B] is simplified as /A by Rule 3.

- **(Bottom-Up Stage)** Query Q_s against the XML data tree. From the right element of the simplified query Q_s obtained in Step 1, process each element of Q_s until the head of Q_s:
  1. For each element E, search the “E” index L(E) of the inverted indexed circular linked lists L and locate the satisfied nodes set N.
  2. For each node n in N, find its parent node n_p.
  3. If n_p has a condition path of the following form \( \text{Element}(n_p)[\text{N}(E)] \), then determine whether “Element(n_p)” “index L(Element(n_p)) of the inverted indexed circular linked list L has such a node. If it is not the case, process the next node n in N, go to step 2.
  4. Traverse n_p’s parent node recursively until the left element of query Q_s and return the satisfied result nodes. Go to step 1.

- **Complexity Analysis:**
  1. **Step 1.** Top-Down Stage: suppose there are n elements in query Q. In step 1, at most (n-1) parts of the query should be processed against circular linked lists of XML schema tree T_s in the worst case, and each part can be processed in O(1) time, so the overall time is O(n).
  2. **Step 2.** Bottom-Up Stage: suppose there are m elements in query Q_s and the right element of query Q_s has c nodes to be processed, where c is related to the specific query and XML data tree. In step 2, at most cm nodes of the inverted indexed circular linked lists L should be processed in the worst case, and each node can be processed in O(1) time, so the overall time is O(cm). So the complexity of Algorithm 3 is O(n).

We give some examples to illustrate the queries of XML data tree of Figure 1 by Algorithm 3:
Example 1. Consider the query Q1: /A/D.
By searching the schema of circular linked lists (such as Figure 5), we know that there is no such path as /A/D, we confirm that no answers can satisfy such query in the given XML data tree by rule 1. So there is no need to search the XML data tree.

Example 2. Consider the query Q2: /A/B/[./D]/E.
1. From the schema of circular linked lists of Figure 5, we know that wherever there is an element B, there is always an element D, so the query Q2 can be simplified as /A/B/E by rule 3.
2. From the inverted indexed circular linked lists (Figure 3), the last element of query Q2 is E, so from the index “E” of Figure 3, we know that E(/1/3/2) and E(/1/1/5) satisfy the query. From E(/1/3/2), we can get its parent B(/1/3). From B(/1/3) and index “B”, we can get its parent A(/1). So we get a result “/1/3/2”, i.e., E2 of Figure 1. Similarly, from E(/1/1/5), we can get another result “/1/1/5”, i.e., E1 of Figure 1.

Example 3. Consider the query Q3: /A/B/[./C]/E.
1. From the schema of circular linked lists of Figure 6, query Q3 can not be simplified.
2. From the inverted indexed circular linked lists (Figure 3), the last element of query Q3 is E, so from the index “E” of Figure 3, we know that E(/1/3/2) and E(/1/1/5) satisfy the query. From E(/1/3/2), we can get its parent B(/1/3). But B(/1/3) does not have a child element C from circular linked list of B(/1/3). So E(/1/3/2) does not satisfy query Q3. From E(/1/1/5), we can get its parent B(/1/1). As B(/1/1) has a child element C from circular linked list of B(/1/1), we continue search B(/1/1) by index “B”, we can get its parent A(/1). So we get a result “/1/1/5”, i.e., E1 of Figure 1.

6. Experimental Results

We implemented an XML data generator generate 10 XML data files. For each XML data file, a root element “#” is generated. Then, 1-4 elements are generated randomly for each element. For each new element, one of the 4 occurrence symbols “!”, “?”, “*” and “+” is assigned to it to indicate its occurrence. For element with “!” symbol, exactly one node with this type is generated as sub-element of its parent element. For element with “?” symbol, none or one node with this type is generated as sub-element of its parent element. For element with “*” symbol, 0-9 node(s) with this type are generated as sub-element of its parent element. From the root node, there are 6 levels in the final XML data file to be generated.

Element names are named as “#level” followed by a letter alphabetically, such as “1B”, “1C”, “2B”, etc. Table 1 is the 10 selected XML data files generated by this method.

We implemented Algorithms 1, 2, and 3 and the algorithm of mapping an XML schema tree to a set of circular linked list. To evaluate our method, we also implemented a naïve algorithm without any index information which just searches an XML data tree by BFS. All the experiments are performed on a computer with Windows Server 2008, Intel Core 2 CPU 2.5GHz, and 6G RAM.

For each XML data file, we design 3 types of queries: query type 1 cannot be simplified; query type 2 returns no results by rule 1 or rule 2; and query type 3 can be simplified by rule 3. The 3 queries of each type of XML data file #1 are shown in Table 2.

In Table 2, Q11 is type 1 query which can not be simplified by our method, Q12 is type 2 query which returns no results just by examining the corresponding XML schema tree, and Q13 can be simplified as A/1B/2C/3F by rule 3. For other queries of file #2-#10, we omit here considering the space. Figure 7 is query time of File #1. For Figure 7, we can see that: for type 1 query Q11, our method presented limited improvements over naïve method, because type 1 query cannot be simplified in stage 1 of Algorithm 3. But in stage 2 of Algorithm, our method can compensate for the loss of time in stage 1. For type 2 query Q12, as there are no results satisfying the query, our method can immediately return “no result” just by stage 1 of Algorithm 3. So our method has many improvements over the naïve method. Similarly, for type 3 query Q13, as it can be simplified in some degree, our method has pretty improvements over the naïve method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>#nodes (K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#7</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#8</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#9</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#10</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. 10 XML data files.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query ID</th>
<th>Query Expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q11</td>
<td>/A/1B/3B/5C/4F/5B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q12</td>
<td>/A//4H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q13</td>
<td>/A/1B/[./2B]/2C/3F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. 3 queries of each type of XML data file #1.
7. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a new mapping approach to map XML data so that store and query XML data can be efficient. The main reason behind this is that the new mapping can preserve the relationships between parent and child nodes (and also ancestor and descendant nodes) of the original XML data tree. And also, an XML schema tree produced from the original XML data tree can be used to guide and improve the efficiency of querying the corresponding XML data tree. To demonstrate this, we give an efficient query algorithm to query the XML data tree by using the corresponding set of inverted indexed circular list and its schema.

For future work, we think that map only related parts of the XML data tree according to the given query to improve the storage and query efficiency further. The key problem is how to decide the proper parts of the XML data tree to satisfy the given query without loss of information. More challenge work is to design an automatic mechanism to finish the parts selection within acceptable time.
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